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Abstract. Explainable Artificial Intelligence (XAI) develops technical explanation methods and enable interpretability for human stakeholders on why Artificial
Intelligence (AI) and machine learning (ML) models provide certain predictions.
However, the trust of those stakeholders into AI models and explanations is still
an issue, especially domain experts, who are knowledgeable about their domain
but not AI inner workings. Social and user-centric XAI research states it is essential to understand the stakeholder's requirements to provide explanations tailored to their needs, and enhance their trust in working with AI models. Scenariobased design and requirements elicitation can help bridge the gap between social
and operational aspects of a stakeholder early before the adoption of information
systems and identify its real problem and practices generating user requirements.
Nevertheless, it is still rarely explored the adoption of scenarios in XAI, especially in the domain of fraud detection to supporting experts who are about to
work with AI models. We demonstrate the usage of scenario-based requirements
elicitation for XAI in a fraud detection context, and develop scenarios derived
with experts in banking fraud. We discuss how those scenarios can be adopted to
identify user or expert requirements for appropriate explanations in his daily operations and to make decisions on reviewing fraudulent cases in banking. The
generalizability of the scenarios for further adoption is validated through a systematic literature review in domains of XAI and visual analytics for fraud detection.
Keywords: Explainable Artificial Intelligence, Requirements Elicitation, Domain Expert, Fraud Detection.

1

Introduction

Digital platforms in retail and banking have enabled customers to experience convenience through personalization and tailored technologies for shopping and performing
transactions [1-4]. However, the convenience is also accompanied by the danger of
frauds [5, 6]. Transaction frauds are growing every year, and organizations such as retailers and banks realized the potential of AI models for automating the fraud detection
task [7].
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However, organizations leveraging AI technologies are considering the importance
of automating their processes and understanding the predictions made by those models
[8], as users are increasingly demanding transparency from their daily software assistants [9]. This understanding is enabled through explanations provided by Explainable
AI (XAI) methods [10]. The field of XAI aims to implement and develop explanation
methods, enabling transparency and traceability for statistical black‐box ML models,
such as deep learning approaches, which are increasingly used by industry due to their
potential to reveal useful insights into the Big Data present in companies businesses
[11].
While in some domains automation is relevant, it is essential for others to understand
AI predictions and decisions for human stakeholders [10], as explanations can impact
the work of stakeholders who adopt such tools for decision-making [12]. For instance,
in healthcare, doctors can adopt explanation methods to understand the diagnosis provided by AI models predictions [10]. In finance, researchers seek to leverage explanations for better decision-making of fraud experts in reviewing fraudulent applications
for credit and loans [13]. Therefore, a diversity of explanation methods for AI predictions has been developed in the XAI literature [6].
In addition, while it is essential to develop those methods, researchers from the social
perspective highlight XAI research tended to adopt particular notions of what is a good
explanation, not considering, for instance, the usability and causability requirements of
stakeholders for understanding explanations [14, 15, 16, 17]. Such requirements are
essential as they enable an understanding of the quality of explanations associated with
a human agent's properties and his cognitive and intelligence capabilities for working
with AI models [18].
This lack of user-centric perspective in XAI is a context also observed in the domain
of fraud detection. Nevertheless, fraud experts need to act on predictions provided by
AI models which they do not understand or trust. However, XAI literature is rarely
addressed from a user-centric perspective in fraud detection. User-centric XAI researchers highlight the importance of considering users' needs for a trustworthy relationship with AI models for decision-making [19, 20].
Aiming a user-centric view into decision-making for fraud detection, the domain of
visual analytics has also been providing contributions through visualization tools and
capabilities for fraud detection [21]. Indeed, some researchers have acknowledged the
importance of the human-computer interaction or human-in-the-loop perspectives contributing to research in XAI, and the need to investigate new human-AI interfaces for
Explainable AI [22-26]. Therefore, a user-centric perspective is essential for reviewing
fraud cases, whether in XAI or visual analytics research, as every wrong decision made
causes financial harm for customers and organizations.
In the meantime, Information Systems (IS) research has been studying, for years, the
cognitive tasks of stakeholders, and how to designing information systems that can support in their decision-making processes [27, 28]. For support in decision-making, IS
research states it is fundamental to identify user requirements in a problem space for
developing artifacts as systems aligned with the needs of practitioners, causing a successful impact within an organization [29, 30]. This research follows an IS theoretical
perspective in XAI for fraud detection, and aims to investigate the cognitive tasks of
fraud experts for decision-making, and how those tasks can be adopted to identify their
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requirements for explanations of AI predictions aiding in their reviewing process of
fraud cases.
To uncover the cognitive tasks of fraud experts, the main goal of this study is to
demonstrate the usage of a scenario-based requirements elicitation method, and to develop scenarios illustrating the process for decision-making in fraud detection. Scenarios have the potential to bridge the gap between the social and operational focus with
the organizational focus of information systems development [31]. Our stakeholder is
regarded as a fraud expert, which is not knowledgeable about AI inner workings, and
would benefit from explanations for reviewing fraudulent transaction cases daily in a
bank. That is a context seldom addressed by the employment of scenarios within XAI.
We outline the following elements as contributions of this study:
─ The demonstration of the suitability of scenario-based requirements elicitation
method in the context of XAI for fraud detection.
─ The development and validation of fraud scenarios for XAI literature, which can be
adopted for identifying fraud experts' requirements for explanations, and designing
explanation methods suitable for this domain.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 describes related work; Section 3 discusses the scenario-based method adopted in this study; Section 4 presents the
results of the method as fraud scenarios; Section 5 describes the validation of the developed fraud scenarios given existing literature; Section 6 discusses how the developed scenarios can be adopted for requirements elicitation in XAI for fraud detection;
Section 7 concludes the study with final remarks and future work.

2

Related Work

The concept of explaining has been studied for a long time by research disciplines other
than information systems or computer science, such as social sciences [14, 32]. Following those lenses, Miller [33] defines explanations in XAI as an answer to a question an
explainee would have to an explainer, which can be a why-question such as “Why is
that transaction marked as a fraud?”. Researchers in the discipline of computer science
and machine learning have been developing XAI methods as explainers, which provide
explanations or human-AI interfaces for different stakeholders, including domain experts, who adopt them for decision-making processes [23]. Research in XAI usually
classifies explanations by their scope or dependency [33-37]. The scope can be global,
when explanations provide an understanding of the whole logic of an AI model, or local
when explanations provide an understanding of individual predictions. Dependency can
be model-specific, which enables explanations of a particular AI model, or model-agnostic, which enables post-hoc explanations independently of the underlying AI model.
Each of those methods has particular features, which enable understanding of particular
aspects of AI predictions.
Within XAI literature, researchers have tried to assess the impact of explanations on
the decision-making of fraud experts working with AI models in domains such as intrusion detection, fraudulent warranty claims, and banking transaction frauds. In [38],
the authors provide a service architecture for security experts with explanations, aiming
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to introduce more context for the outlier score given to anomalous records of network
flows. The work of [39] provides domain experts with shapley additive explanations
(SHAP) [40] for why particular warranty claims are marked as anomalies by an ML
model. In [41], the authors also work with SHAP explanations for fraud alerts, and
observe through experiments that SHAP explanations impact decision-making for fraud
cases. The same authors in [42] go further and provide a case-based SHAP explanation
based on neighborhood, and enable experts to visualize similar instances to an observation for which a fraud alert was issued. Their goal is to increase the trust of domain
experts in AI models analyzing transaction frauds in banking.
Some researchers consider the aid of visual analytics for understanding AI models,
also in the fraud domain [43, 44]. In this context, [21] provides a visual analytics tool
to support domain experts in their fraud detection workflow. The contribution was developed in close collaboration with fraud teams, through a user-centric iterative design
process [45]. The authors make an essential contribution towards extending a fraud
detection workflow with human analysis through visual analytics. However, they focus
on interactive visualizations, but not on XAI methods. In [46], the authors focus on
developing a visual analytics tool for supporting cyber analysts in making decisions
when dealing with intrusion detection alerts. However, the authors also do not consider
explanations in XAI. Their scenario is focused on network intrusion, which has different constraints than transaction fraud.
Regarding requirements elicitation in XAI, the literature is still at an early stage.
Nevertheless, it was identified proposals for this elicitation in the literature. In [47], the
authors provide a systematic methodology composed of five steps. Their goal is to understand requirements for XAI from multiple perspectives, assess explanation capabilities, and steer future research to industrial cases. In [48], also inspired by the requirements engineering literature, the authors propose a workflow to elucidate requirements
for explanations, considering those requirements are non-functional. The methodology
is assessed in a hypothetical hiring scenario. In [49], a Question-driven approach to
assess explanation needs is proposed. The authors adopt a taxonomy of XAI methods
mapped to user question types. They assume an explanation can be seen as an answer
to a question, and represent user needs for XAI methods in terms of the questions a user
might ask. In [50], the authors propose a stage-based participatory process for designing
transparent interfaces incorporating perspectives of users, designers, and providers.
They map requirements considering real-world needs influencing how to explain, such
as company-specific style guidelines.
The work of [51] is one of the first proposals discussing the usage of scenarios in the
context of XAI. Their goal is to anticipate scenarios of XAI usage to system development. They present a case study of aging-in-place monitoring, and argue that such a
method can become a design resource to tackle the gaps between XAI, IS and HumanComputer Interaction communities for understanding how end users might interact with
explanations capabilities and its workplace implications.
In summary, it is observed in [38, 39, 41, 42] proposals aiming for the integration of
explanations in a fraud detection context. Within visual analytics literature, it is also
observed studies aiming to support the decision-making of fraud experts through visualizations [21, 45, 46]. However, a social and user-centered perspective has been lacking in those works, by first understanding the needs of fraud experts for explanations
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which can enhance their trust in AI models and decision-making processes. Moreover,
the adoption of scenario-based elicitation in XAI is introduced by Wolf [51]. Nevertheless, the author has not presented the process in the context of fraud detection, which is
complex by itself, as fraud experts need to deal with critical decisions daily, relating to
financial losses of customers [52]. Therefore, it is essential to understand the needs of
those experts for explanations, given their context and cognitive tasks for reviewing
fraud cases.
For the reasons illustrated, we chose and demonstrate the scenario-based method to
uncover the cognitive tasks of fraud experts, creating scenarios that can be further employed to identify their requirements regarding socio-technical and operational constraints in their real context, to reflect appropriate explanations for their operations and
trust in AI predictions.

3

Scenario-Based Requirements Elicitation

3.1

The Method

Scenario-based elicitation is considered a problem-centered method for identifying
stakeholder needs early in the development of information systems [53]. The idea is not
to discuss solutions beforehand with stakeholders, but to understand their socio and
operational context. Therefore, stakeholders are not asked what they want a system to
provide them with, but what they want to achieve [54].
Scenarios can bridge the cognitive or psychological focus of traditional HCI methods, with the organizational focus of information systems development, creating a hybrid lens into ways in which these concerns are co-constituted in practice [30, 55]. We
add to this argument, with the fact that scenarios enable the possibility to uncover the
needs of stakeholders from a qualitative perspective, which is valuable for research
from interpretivist and subjective philosophical lenses targeting the cognitive tasks of
human decision-makers.
Therefore, scenarios can be used to analyze software requirements, such as to guide
the design of user interface layouts and controls [54]. They are narratives on the sequence of events and steps performed by a stakeholder in their daily operations [56].
Scenarios consist of particular elements, including scenes with one or more actors in
their settings, their goals, knowledge, and tools, providing them with capabilities to
manipulate and working on their particular tasks [54].
The method is also referred to as Scenario-based task analysis, especially within the
HCI community [57, 58]. Indeed, it enables an overview of human-computer interactions and tasks through stories of past or future use of a system by a human agent. This
perspective intersects well with the concept adopted in this research for scenarios, given
we aim to uncover the cognitive tasks and requirements of fraud experts during the
decision-making of fraud cases.
Finally, given this study adopts an IS theoretical lens for XAI research, it is crucial
to consider the role of the domain experts in consuming explanations, which should be
tailored to follow their user requirements. We aim to develop scenarios that can be
adopted for a following requirements elicitation stage in XAI for fraud detection, considering the role of the fraud expert and his socio-technical context. Figure 1 depicts
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the scenario-based method, and research design adopted, inspired by [54] and [56]. In
Section 6, we discuss how the scenarios obtained in this study can be used for requirements elicitation.

Fig. 1. Scenario-Based Requirements Elicitation Method

3.2

Fraud Detection Context

We focus on the type of fraud naming transaction fraud. In banking, transaction fraud
happens when a customer card or online account balance is used to perform a transaction without the customer's consent or awareness [59]. The fraud can happen trough a
shopping transaction in a retailer or money transfer between customers of an institution.
Organizations have their workflows for transaction fraud detection, derived from research and fraud experts' knowledge. Those workflows, in general, contain events and
processes reported as: 1) Transaction Attempt, 2) Transaction Blocking Rules, 3)
Transaction Classification, and 4) Transaction Investigation [60]. In the end, there is
the Transaction Investigation step, where fraud experts review fraud cases issued by a
fraud detection system.
Therefore, domain experts investigate fraud cases and make the final decision if an
alert represents a false or true positive for fraud. Nevertheless, it is usually tricky for
fraud experts to understand how AI models work, and consequently trust the alerts issued by those models [42]. We illustrate how scenarios would work to identify fraud
experts' requirements for providing them with tailored explanations to review fraud
cases.
3.3

Using and Demonstrating the Method

We follow the steps depicted in Figure 1, inspired by [54] and [56], to compose the
aimed fraud detection scenarios by uncovering the settings with a fraud expert as an
actor, their goals and sub-goals, cognitive tasks, and tools providing them with capabilities to review fraud transaction cases.
Those steps are implemented through a problem-centered expert interview [61]. This
approach emphasizes the uncovering of problems within the operational context of interviewees. Three experts in banking fraud are interviewed within an Austrian bank, to
guarantee multiple perspectives for the creation of the aimed scenarios. Following [61],
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the interview starts with a brief introduction into the project in which this study is being
developed. Given the experts are already users of a fraud detection system, but not
based on AI models, we asked them to think of their current settings and decisionmaking or cognitive tasks to perform their daily analyses.
In order to demonstrate the steps and the usage of the method depicted in Figure 1,
Table 1 brings the interview guide designed to create the aimed fraud detection scenarios. Following the guidelines of [61], we avoided a continuous interruption with questions for the fraud experts, aiming to uncover their context. When they considered the
answer was complete, we used the questions in Table 1 to continue the discussion. The
questions are inspired by [49], and we tailor them to our context to uncover the elements
of scenarios [54].

Table 1. Expert Interview Guide for Scenario-Based Requirements Elicitation for XAI in Fraud
Detection
Step
1) Introduction into
the Project

2) Identify Stakeholder
Settings

3) Identify Stakeholder
Goals

4) Identify Stakeholder
Tools Capabilities

5) Short Questionnaire

4

Example
The introduction of the researcher and a brief overview into the project within this study is
situated.
a) Can you describe a typical day of work within your department?
b) What is the event that needs to be analyzed during your daily operations?
c) Do you have preferences for colors and visualizations for performing your analysis?
d) What type of data is adopted at your fraud detection system and on which you perform
your analysis?
e) How many experts do you have for analyzing outcomes of your system? Do you share
tasks for the analyses?
f) Do you conduct analysis before, during, or after receiving an output from your system?
a) Can you describe what is your end goal when analyzing an output from your fraud detection system?
b) What are the tasks you need to perform to achieve your end goal?
c) Do you consider this analysis in a particular order?
a) What is the usual medium or channel for obtaining outputs from your fraud detection
systems?
b) Are you interacting with the interfaces for conducting your analysis?
c) Are you aware of your fraud detection system's capabilities and limitations, and consider
those when analyzing fraud cases?
d) How long can you take to review a fraud case and make a decision during your daily
operations?
e) How many screens do you usually have for performing your analysis?
a) Can you give me a summary of your professional experience?
b) What is your role in this department?

Results: Fraud Detection Scenarios

From the interviews, it was possible to obtain detailed narratives on the daily operations
of the experts. A second meeting was arranged with the experts to validate the narratives and qualitative data obtained. On this occasion, they confirmed the existence of
two particular scenarios, which are described next using a fictitious name.
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"Robert is a fraud expert with years of experience in reviewing fraudulent transaction
cases. On a typical day in his work, he receives an alert for a case from his company's
fraud detection system. Ideally, the system should deliver fraud cases based on their
risk priority as a ranking, followed by the confidence level of a transaction being fraudulent. Robert has three computer screens with interfaces to analyze the fraud case. The
interfaces illustrate tables, raw data, and graphical visualizations. He needs more information on the detected fraud in order to make a decision for it being a true positive,
as the whole fraud case is composed of little pieces. Robert is interested in the most
important pieces of information for analyzing the fraud case and no distractions. He
needs to make a decision as soon as possible for the case, as there is no time to think
in hours. It should be less to avoid more harm to that customer. Robert starts the analysis of the case by looking into similar cases for which fraud alerts were issued, and
tries to understand that fraud by similarities. He realizes more information is needed,
and then analyses the destination of that transaction, to observe if it is, for instance, a
first time beneficiary. Given that it was detected as an anomalous beneficiary, he looks
further into important attributes highlighted by the system to issue the alert and observes that the transaction's location is a high indicator for fraud. He finishes the analysis observing details on the customer data registered in the bank, such as his usual
location for performing transactions. He observes a clear anomaly regarding the location indicator, and similar cases where this attribute was the determinant factor for
considering the case as a fraud. He reports the case, and the transaction is not processed by the system".
The second scenario is described as follows.
"In similar settings, Robert receives a new alert from the fraud detection system. In this
case, he finds it difficult to observe similar past cases for the current case reported.
When analyzing the destination of the transaction, he finds it is a usual beneficiary. He
then observes the important attributes highlighted by the system and realizes they match
to the customer's data. In this scenario, Robert is unsure about the reported case, and
performs more actions to investigate the incident. His next moves focus on analyzing
further important attributes in the current transaction, and triggered rules by his fraud
detection system. Then, he tries to observe the impact of attributes on the transaction
and rules influencing the system's outcome. With those in mind, he observes past transactions of the customer to see if they have familiarity with this current behavior. Furthermore, he analyzes the transactions that happened after this alert was issued. Usually, Robert analyzes fraud cases by himself, but in such novel and more complex cases,
he collaborates with colleagues to make decisions. They have to analyze it as soon as
possible to understand the case, as many customers can be victims of the same scheme.
After discussing with his colleagues, Robert realizes the reasons for the transaction
being considered fraudulent by the system, and reports it for avoiding harm to the customer."
Consulting with the experts, we name the first scenario as “Clear Transaction
Fraud”, when they are certain about the case being a fraud, but need to clarify the reasons for the diagnosis. In the second case, we label it as an “Uncertain Transaction
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Fraud”, as the experts need to go for more cognitive tasks to clarify the case and protect
the customer.
Therefore, we depict in Figure 2 the cognitive tasks performed in both scenarios,
which are executed by experts to review fraud cases in their environment and daily
operations.

Fig. 2. Fraud Detection Cognitive Tasks Identified in Scenarios Developed with Experts in
Banking Fraud

5

Validation of Fraud Scenarios

The expert interviews lasted for approximately one hour each, and the researcher facilitated the discussion. It was noticed that the experts felt comfortable and confident in
giving the answers. That is the aim of the problem-centered interview methodology
[61], which empowers the interviewee for the provision of real information into their
context and problems [62]. Therefore, we recommend the usage of the problem-centered interview methodology for creating scenarios with domain experts.
We omit some details regarding specific attributes of datasets, which were mentioned
during the interviews. That is due to privacy concerns and national regulations limiting
the banking industry's sharing of fraud detection policies for the safety of their customers. However, we also aim to achieve a level of abstraction for those scenarios, which
can enable their adoption for researchers working in XAI for fraud detection.
Therefore, for validation, we conducted a systematic literature review following
Webster and Watson [63]. The goal was to investigate studies focused on adopting explanation methods or visual analytics for supporting fraud experts in decision-making.
Indeed, it is possible to validate the scenarios and cognitive tasks uncovered when analyzing the literature in visual analytics for fraud detection, as presented in Section 2,
given researchers in this domain work on providing fraud experts with visualization
tools for examining and reviewing fraud cases. Such tools can be related to explanations
being adopted for our current scenarios.
We started the review by identifying comprehensive surveys and references in the
field of XAI, to adopt search terms within this literature. The works of [13, 33, 64, 65,
66] were selected based on these criteria. Given the intersection with visual analytics
literature for decision-making in fraud, we also adopt terminology from this domain for
our systematic review based on [21, 43] and [67-72]. Next, core and most cited surveys
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in fraud detection were analyzed for extracting coherent keywords for our review [7375]. Then, we defined the key terms for our review as: “("visual analytics" OR "explainable ai" OR "explainable artificial intelligence" OR "explanation" OR "interpretable machine learning") AND ("fraud" OR "anomaly" OR "fraud detection")”. The databases selected were Scopus, ACM, IEEEXplore, and arXiv. Google Scholar was
adopted for backward and forward searches. The filter for papers was focused on proposals adopting visual analytics or explanation methods for supporting experts in decision-making. It was identified 367 potentially relevant papers, from which 52 are
deemed relevant for analysis. From those, 38 papers are added as new references in this
study.
Table 2 illustrates the cognitive tasks mapped from the systematic literature review,
and their association with the scenarios obtained through interviews with fraud experts.
We managed to map 13 cognitive tasks. It is shown the supporting papers for each task
identified, and whether they are observable from the expert interviews performed to
develop fraud detection scenarios. The tasks can inform design principles for the integration of explanation methods and interfaces into fraud detection processes. Finally, a
description is available for each task.
We hypothesize that the provided set of cognitive tasks and requirements can better
inform the design of user-centric explanation methods and interfaces for fraud detection, promoting the trust of fraud experts for collaboration with AI models predictions.
Researchers in XAI can refer to those cognitive tasks when designing explanation methods and interfaces for the domain of fraud detection.
It is noticeable that every cognitive task from fraud scenarios is identified in the XAI
and visual analytics literature in fraud detection. When discussing with the experts regarding the non-presence in their scenarios of the tasks Analyze Contrast Between, Analyze Cases in Clusters, Analyze Relationships Between Attributes, they highlighted it
is due to the available capabilities of the current fraud detection system in use. However, they highlighted that such tasks are also valuable and useful in their context.

6

Usage of Scenarios for Requirements Elicitation for
Explanations

With the usage of the scenario-based method, we can establish scenarios as templates
for further requirements elicitation steps. As illustrated by the scenario narratives and
cognitive tasks in Sections 4 and 5, it is possible to envision an actor's real context in a
scenario, the fraud expert in this study. With these scenarios, it is possible to better plan
experiments deploying explanations for the usage by the expert, according to his cognitive tasks.
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Table 2. Cognitive Tasks in Fraud Detection Scenarios and their Presence in the Literature of
XAI and Visual Analytics for Fraud Detection

Literature Support

Total of Literature Supporting Papers

Observable in Experts
Fraud
Scenarios

Cognitive
Task for Decision-Making
in Fraud Detection

[22,36,43,44,55,68,71,
72,80,88,89,92,93,
95,96,97,98,
101,102,103,104,105,
106,107]

24

Yes

Analyze Relationships Between Subjects

[21,22,27,43,55,67,68,
71,72,76,79,82,88,89,
92,93,95,106,
,107,110,112]

21

Yes

Analyze Attributes over
Temporal Perspective

[21,39,41,42,43,44,67,
72,78,80,81,83,88,
89,90,91,92,93,94]

19

Yes

[22,72,76,80,83,84,86,8
9,90,92,99,100,
108,109,110,111]

16

Analyze the
Importance of
Attributes on
Decisions
Analyze Relationships Between Attributes

[38,41,43,68,72,82,91,
92,93,94,95,96,97]

13

Yes

Analyze Feature Distribution

[16,38,42,67,76, 77,
78,79,80,81,82,83]

12

Yes

Analyze Similar Cases

[22,27,32,72,80,88,90,
101,102,110,111,113]

12

Yes

Analyze Decision Path
Rules

[42,79,80,81,83,87,88,
94,98,99,100]

11

Yes

[71,72,79,85,86,87]

6

[31,41,83,92,94]

5

[79,83,84]

3

[21,44]

2

[71,93]

2

Yes

Yes

Analyze Impact of Attributes
Analyze Cases
in Clusters
Analyze Confidence of Decision
Analyze Contrast Between
Cases
Analyze the
Ranking of
Subjects
Analyze Decision in Natural
Language

Description

This task is associated with the analysis of a
transaction destination. Experts observe the relationship between different subjects, which can
be different customers within a network of transactions. The aim is to see, for instance, if a customer is usually performing transfers to another,
or if it is a sign of an anomaly.
This task relates to the analysis of past and future transactions by experts. The aim is to analyze the values of attributes over time. For example, to analyze the number of transactions
performed in a specific time frame, or the number of transfers to a destination in past and future
dates.
Analyze the most important attributes as reasons
for a transaction being considered as a fraud by
the system.
Observe how changes in the values of two attributes are influencing the predictions of a system
for fraud.
This task is associated with the analysis of current transaction data, or the common distribution
of attributes, which represent the known pattern
and behavior of users. That can be represented
by averages, minimum and maximum thresholds
for attributes.
Analyze fraud cases which are similar to the current case detected by the fraud detection system.
This task is associated with the analysis of decision rules by experts. Detailed observation on
the decision path made by a fraud detection system, such as rules and attributes associated with
the rules to provide predictions.
Analyze what is the influence of an attribute in
the prediction of a system when changing the
value of attributes.
Observe cases in groups according to the characteristics of the transactions and their attributes.
Observe the confidence of the system in predicting and detecting frauds.
Detect differences between a legitimate and a
fraudulent transaction.
Visualize the most important transactions and attributes to be analyzed, given the time constraints fraud experts have in their scenarios.
Analyze rationales on the reasons for predictions, such as textual descriptions of the reasons
for a transaction being classified as fraudulent.

The scenarios start by describing the settings of a fraud expert and the system he
works with. Based on the narratives, it is clear that an AI model deployed in this environment should provide the riskiest transactions for a productive relationship with the
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expert. It is also described by the expert the common interface he is used to operating,
which can guide on the deployment of explanations aligned with such design, including
tables and graphical charts. It is possible to observe non-functional requirements in the
scenarios already. For instance, the experts stated they need only the most important
pieces of evidence for making a decision, which is aligned with the non-functional requirement stated by Miller [33] that explanations should be selective, and not overload
their users with unnecessary reasons for an AI prediction. In the context of fraud in
banking, the experts also point out a decision should be made promptly, which might
indicate the need to support his decision-making with explanations that do not require
heavy mental workload for understandability [42]. Those constraints are vital as they
can dictate which XAI methods fit, for instance, into the time an expert has to review
fraudulent transactions.
From the first scenario, with a clear transaction fraud, it is noticeable the specific
tasks and sequence of cognitive tasks performed by the expert. The narrative helps in
defining specific explanation which can be provided in experiments. Given the expert
is usually focusing on reviewing individual fraud cases, a preliminary filter for explanation methods can be already established, such as to adopt local explanations provided
by post-hoc XAI methods [13]. As the expert starts comparing cases and looking into
destinations of transactions, an explanation interface might be presented with a casebased and network visualization explanation for reviewing cases. Furthermore, it could
be deployed a feature importance explanation [98], as fraud experts need to investigate
the most critical attributes impacting the prediction, such as the location of a transaction.
In the second scenario, it is also possible to think of explanations to be adopted in
experiments. The expert goes further in his analysis by examining inference rules and
the impact of attributes in the outcome of the system, which can be supported by explanations showing decision rules, such as Anchors [114], and counterfactuals and whatif scenarios [115]. Besides, he analyzes the past and further transactions of a customer,
which can be aided by a temporal explanation component in the sequence of customer
transactions.
Therefore, a scenario enables the establishment of assumptions regarding explanation interfaces that can be deployed in experiments as prototypes for uncovering experts' requirements [54]. Questions concerning the order of steps enable the potential
design of workflows for fraud detection with the support of explanation methods, as the
expert details the order of steps during his analysis of fraud cases. The assumptions for
explanations to deploy on scenarios are based on XAI literature describing explanation
interfaces and tools [116, 117]. Figure 3 depicts the usage of the cognitive tasks in
scenario 1 in an experiment with prototypes of explanations interfaces.
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Fig. 3. Using Scenarios within an Experiment and Prototyping to Identify Requirements of Experts

7

Conclusions

This study calls for the potential of developing XAI research with an information systems theoretical lens. This research is aligned with user-centric XAI, which regards the
vital role of stakeholders of explanations, their requirements, and their needs for understanding AI predictions. This study reinforces the need and benefits of understanding
the socio-technical and operational environment of a stakeholder before deploying explanations to support their decision-making processes.
We demonstrate the usage of the scenario-based method for requirements elicitation,
well regarded in IS and software engineering research. The method is adopted within a
domain rarely addressed from a user perspective in XAI, which is fraud detection. We
derived two fraud detection scenarios, discuss how they can be adopted for developing
user-centric explanation methods in prototypes, and further elicit user requirements for
explanations, such as having a selective set of explanations and enabling experts to
perform local comparisons of fraud cases, respectively.
It is demonstrated the potential of the scenario-based method in uncovering directions and opportunities for developers of XAI methods and explanations in the early
stage of their implementation. We aim to provide these scenarios for the XAI community interested in developing explanation methods tailored for the particularities of the
fraud detection domain. Regarding limitations, the focus of this study was on domain
experts, the users of AI predictions. Therefore, the scenarios are not focused on AI
engineers who work in developing and improving AI models. Scenarios serve as a template for elicitation of requirements, so the direct relationships with specific explanations are inferred by the researcher based on previous literature defining explainability
features.
As future work, the scenarios will be adopted through experiments with fraud experts
and user-centric explanation prototypes. The aim is to follow the discovered tasks for
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decision-making to identify user requirements for appropriate explanation methods.
The goal is to detect patterns and reveal potential design principles for integrating explanations into the domain of fraud detection, from a user-centric XAI perspective.
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